dataClay

dataClay is a distributed object-oriented data store that enables programmers to handle persistence using the same model they use in their object-oriented applications, thus avoiding time-consuming transformations between persistent and non-persistent data models. In addition, dataClay enables the execution of code next to the data. By moving computation close to the data, dataClay reduces the amount and size of data transfers between the application and the data store, thus improving performance of applications.

Key features

- **Single data model**: dataClay manages persistent objects using the same abstractions than the programming language, avoiding the time-consuming task of writing mapping code between the program's form of data and the one used by DBMSs or files.
- **Distribution**: in dataClay data can be distributed among several backends to provide scalability in the amount of data that can be handled, and to exploit parallelism in data-intensive applications.
- **Computation close to data**: dataClay stores object methods together with the data, thus being able to execute them in the backed where the data resides, instead of moving the data to the application address space.
- **In-memory data store**: dataClay exploits memory usage as much as possible to improve performance of client applications by keeping objects, and the references between them, instantiated as native language objects ready to be used.
- **Replica management**: dataClay offers a simple, customizable, and fine-grained mechanism to synchronize replicas in different backends. It enables the application of different synchronization policies (or none at all) depending on the type of data, thus paying the overhead of synchronization only when it is required by the applications.
- **Memory and disk management**: dataClay takes care of the unreachable objects that may be generated by applications by means of a garbage collector that frees the space they take both from memory and from disk.
- **Integration with COMPSs**: dataClay is fully integrated with the COMPSs parallel programming model and runtime, thus easing the development of applications that take advantage of data distribution and data locality.
- **Edge-to-cloud data store**: independent dataClay instances can be federated in order to build a shared object space among different machines, ranging from constrained devices such as Raspberry Pi or Jetson boards to HPC clusters or cloud datacenters.

Citing dataClay

Please, use the following reference when citing dataClay in your publications:
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